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Abstract
Multi-talker automatic speech recognition (MT-ASR) has been
shown to improve ASR performance on speech containing over-
lapping utterances from more than one speaker. While MT-ASR
models have typically been trained from scratch using simulated
overlapping speech datasets, there is generally an underlying
goal that these models also obtain state of the art performance
on single speaker utterances as well. This implies that they must
be competitive with the best available fine-tuned speech models
that have been trained using massive datasets collected from a
wide variety of task domains. This paper presents an MT-ASR
model formed by combining a well-trained foundation model
with a multi-talker mask model in a cascaded RNN-T encoder
configuration. Experimental results show that the cascade con-
figuration provides improved WER on overlapping speech ut-
terances with respect to a baseline multi-talker model with min-
imal impact on the performance achievable by the foundation
model on non-overlapping utterances.
Index Terms: multi-talker speech recognition

1. Introduction
It is well known that overlapping speech exists in utterances
arising from human-human interaction [1, 2]. A study of utter-
ances in a meetings domain found that a wide range of behav-
iors relating to overlapping speech are present [1]. In a study of
interactions in a call center domain, roughly 12% of the word
occurrences in client–operator interactions were found to corre-
spond to overlapping speech [2]. There has been a great deal
of recent work on multi-talker automatic speech recognition
(MT-ASR) [3, 4, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], which attempts to improve
speech recognition from multiple overlapping speakers by de-
coding transcriptions from each speaker.

This paper focuses on a set of multi-talker approaches that
augment the traditional single label audio / audio-visual encoder
with a mask encoder [2, 7, 8]. Training involves a two pass
procedure where an overlapping speech utterance is aligned
with each of multiple transcriptions associated with the over-
lapping speakers. Most of the E2E multi-talker techniques
have been applied to the case where there are two overlap-
ping speakers; however, there have been more recent efforts to
generalize to more widely varying overlapping speech scenar-
ios [10, 4, 11, 9, 12]. All of these models have been trained from
scratch using simulated or actual overlapping speech datasets.
However, in most scenarios, there is an underlying goal that
these models obtain state of the art performance on single
speaker utterances as well as overlapping speech utterances.
This implies that they must be competitive with the best avail-
able fine-tuned single speaker models on single speaker utter-
ances.

Foundation models (FMs) for ASR are large models trained
on a broad range of data sources at scale that can be applied to
a wide range of tasks [13, 14]. They have in practice demon-
strated strong generalization and knowledge transfer capabil-
ities. There are many examples of training these models in
self-supervised [15] and supervised modes [16]. In supervised
training, multiple tasks are unified by training of the model on
labeled data from these tasks [16]. Existing work has mainly
focused on using supervised in-domain data to fine-tune FMs
for target tasks [17]. Techniques such as residual adapters [18]
have been applied to efficiently adapting FMs to a given target
task.

Given the scale of FMs models and their ability to gener-
alize well across a variety of generally single speaker domains,
it makes sense to consider scenarios where a FM, or any well
trained single speaker model, is augmented and fine-tuned to
have a multi-talker capability. Towards this end, there are two
major contributions made by the work described in this paper.
The first is an approach for augmenting and fine-tuning a well
trained single label encoder RNN-T ASR model to perform MT-
ASR decoding on overlapping utterances. This is done by com-
bining an audio encoder trained from a large dataset of single
speaker utterances with a multi-talker mask encoder in a cas-
caded RNN-T encoder configuration. The second contribution
is a mechanism for detecting overlapping speech through the
use of a frame-based multi-talker speech activity detector (MT-
SAD). It will be shown that a multi-talker model that decodes
text from overlapped speech also contains information about
which of multiple speakers is speaking at a given time.

Cascaded encoder configurations in E2E RNN-T models
have been used as an effective approach for unifying models
that perform different tasks [19, 20]. For example, combin-
ing streaming and non-streaming audio encoders in a cascade
configuration was found to enhance the performance of the
non-streaming model without sacrificing the performance of the
streaming model [19]. In another example, a cascade combi-
nation of audio-only and audio-visual encoders was found to
improve performance on audio-visual utterances without sacri-
ficing performance on the audio-only task [20]. Section 2 of this
paper introduces an approach for combining a large pre-trained
audio encoder and multi-talker mask encoder in a cascade con-
figuration. It will be shown in Section 5 that the resulting model
improves the performance of multi-talker ASR on overlapped
utterances with minimal impact on the performance of the more
well trained audio encoder on single speaker utterances.

Even when there is a significant amount of overlapping
speech in the input utterances, there is still an expectation that
many utterances that are input to an MT-ASR system will be
single speaker utterances. Decoding these utterances with a
two-pass MT-ASR decoder is both less efficient and likely to
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provide higher WER than a SoTA single channel ASR decoder.
It is inefficient because there are multiple decoding passes, one
for each expected overlapping utterance, instead of a single de-
coding pass. The WER is likely to be higher, at least for the
mask-based approach described in Section 2, because of the
possibility of erroneously decoding text for multiple speakers
even when speech from only a single speaker is present. In or-
der to reduce the errors made in multi-talker decoding on single
speaker utterances, this paper presents a mechanism for detect-
ing overlapping speech. A multi-talker speech activity detector
(MT-SAD) is described that detects frame based speech activity
from each of multiple overlapping speakers. The MT-SAD sys-
tem described in Section 3 detects the occurrence of multiple
overlapping speakers so that MT-ASR decoding is performed
only when overlapped speech is detected in an utterance.

2. Cascaded encoder multi-talker models
This section introduces the cascaded encoder approach to multi-
talker (MT) modeling. First, the audio-only mask-based MT
models presented in [2, 7] and the cascaded encoder model con-
figuration presented in [19, 20] are described. Second, the cas-
caded encoder implementation of the mask-based multi-talker
model is motivated and described.

2.1. MT-Baseline: Mask based multi-talker model

A simplified block diagram of the audio-only MT model
from [2] is shown in Figure 1. It was shown that the single
label encoder RNN-T can be extended to the multi-talker case
by adding a masking model as shown in the figure. It is as-
sumed in the figure that the audio input can contain up to M
overlapping utterances. In training, it is assumed that a separate
reference label sequence exists for each of the M overlapping
utterances from distinct speakers. Multi-talker training is per-
formed by separately aligning the overlapped audio frames to
each of the M label sequences. A unique channel sequence in-
dex, m = 1, . . . ,M , is appended to the encoded audio features
for each label sequence before the encoded audio is input to
the mask model. This serves to disambiguate speech associated
with label sequence m from competing speech. Separate RNN-
T losses are computed for each of the M label sequences, and
the overall RNN-T loss is the sum of channel specific RNN-T
losses.

Figure 1: MT-Baseline: Multi-talker (MT) RNN-T model.

2.2. Cascaded encoder E2E RNN-T

An example of a cascaded connection of audio encoders
from [19] is shown in Figure 2a. In this case, the audio encoder
in an RNN-T model was replaced by a cascade connection of

streaming and non-causal encoders. The input features are first
passed to a streaming encoder, which transforms the features to
a higher-level representation. The non-causal encoder, which
is connected in cascade to the causal encoder, receives the out-
put of the streaming encoder as input. Both the causal and the
non-causal encoders are directly connected to a shared RNN-
T decoder. The total loss is computed as the weighted sum of
the RNN-T losses, Ls for the streaming encoder and Ln for the
non-causal encoder,

Lt = λLs + (1− λ)Ln. (1)

This is implemented by randomly sampling in a mini-batch
from the streaming / non-streaming encoder outputs with a sam-
pling rate of λ.

Figure 2: a) E2E RNN-T model with cascaded streaming and
non-causal encoders. b) Cascaded audio and mask encoders.

2.3. MT-Cascade: Cascaded encoder multi-talker model

A simplified block diagram of the multi-talker (MT) model cas-
cade configuration is shown in Figure 2b. There are two advan-
tages of this configuration over the MT-Baseline serial config-
uration of audio encoder and mask encoder shown in Figure 1.
First, the distribution of higher-level acoustic features can be
learned for both single label and multi-label encoder RNN-T
models. The total loss for the cascade model is the sum of sin-
gle label loss through the audio encoder, La, and multiple label
loss. For the case of M = 2 label sequences, this is given by

Lt = λLa + (1− λ)(Lm1 + Lm2), (2)

where Lm1 and Lm2 correspond to the channel specific RNN-T
losses described in Section 2.1. This is implemented in practice
by randomly sampling overlapping utterances from a training
set of overlapping and single speaker utterances with a sampling
rate of λ. A second advantage is that the mask encoder can be
trained directly on the output of an audio encoder that has been
pre-trained on data from a wide range of domains instead of
being trained strictly from a smaller overlapping speech dataset.

3. Multi-talker speech activity detection
This section describes the use of a mask encoder for detecting
speech activity associated with individual speakers from over-
lapping utterances. This is a reasonable goal if one consid-
ers that if the mask encoder in a multi-talker model decodes
text from overlapped speech, it should also contain informa-
tion about whether or not one of multiple overlapping speak-
ers is speaking at a given time. The approach for multi-talker
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speech activity detection (MT-SAD) that is implemented here is
inspired by the classifier probe presented in [21]. In that work,
an analysis of information in pre-trained networks is performed
by inserting classifiers into intermediate layers of a network.
The goal was to measure the level of separability on a task that
can be attained by the network features. In [21] they investi-
gated, for example, whether there might be information about
cats in a layer of a DNN based image classifier. The work here
investigates whether there might be information about speaking
activity in an E2E RNN-T multi-talker mask encoder.

A block diagram of the multi-talker speech activity detector
(MT-SAD) is shown in Figure 3. A single layer linear network,
or “probe”, is inserted into a layer of a pre-trained conformer-
based mask encoder. The inputs to the probe are the 512 dimen-
sional output activations from the conformer layer. The outputs
of the probe are estimates of the probability of speaker activ-
ity for speaker m = 1, . . . ,M in a given frame. The probe
is trained separate from the rest of the network with cross en-
tropy loss using simulated overlapping utterances. The frame-
based reference speaker activity labels are obtained from prior
knowledge of overlap intervals in simulated overlapping speech
utterances.

Figure 3: Speech activity detection for overlapping speech ut-
terances. Audio and mask encoders are pre-trained, and remain
fixed during training of probe model.

It will be shown in Section 5 that the speaker activity prob-
ability estimates obtained during inference from the MT-SAD
model can be used in overlapping speech detection. This en-
ables the scenario described in Section 1 where MT-ASR is only
performed on utterances that have been identified as containing
overlapping speech and single label decoding is performed on
utterances identified as single speaker.

4. Experimental Study
This section describes an experimental study for evaluating the
performance of the cascade configured MT-ASR models pre-
sented in Section 2 and the MT-SAD system described in Sec-
tion 3. It is assumed here that there is a maximum of two over-
lapping speakers in the overlapped utterances. The multi-talker
experiments described in Section 5 are performed using the sim-
ulated overlapping speech training and test sets described in
Section 4.1. A summary of the model parameterizations is given
in Section 4.2.

4.1. Datasets
A training set of simulated two-speaker overlapped utterances
was created from a corpus of single speaker YouTube utter-
ances. The methodology behind the collection of the YouTube
corpus can be found in [22, 23, 24, 7]. The confidence island
methodology in [22] facilitated the use of user provided cap-

tions to be used as reference labels in training. The overlapped
audio waveforms were created by taking two of the above sin-
gle speaker utterances, offsetting one in time with respect to the
other, and adding the two audio waveforms. The emphasis in
this work was to maintain accuracy for the multi-talker models
on both overlapping speech as well as single speaker utterances.

The offset used in shifting the audio signals was chosen to
provide overlap intervals randomly selected with a uniform dis-
tribution between 0.5 and 4.0 seconds. Each overlapped speech
utterance was stored with two reference transcriptions and over-
lap interval start and end times. The resulting training corpus
contains 15k hours of training data. Half of the training set
consists of overlapping speech utterances and half consists of
single speaker utterances. The methodology for collecting this
simulated overlapping speech dataset is similar in some respects
to the simulated overlapping speech dataset used for the open
source LibriCSS dataset [25]. However, that dataset was not
used here due to fact that the number of hours and the number
of speakers used here was several orders of magnitude larger.
A separate 150K hour non-overlapping training set, also col-
lected using the pipeline described above, was used for training
a “well-trained” single speaker ASR model. While this training
scenario does not represent the broad range of data sources as-
sociated with foundation model training, it provides the oppor-
tunity to measure the ability of the cascaded encoder configura-
tion to match the best performance on single speaker utterances
that can be obtained by a well-trained single label model.

Overlapped and single speaker test sets were obtained from
human transcribed utterances also taken from YouTube videos.
The process of forming overlapped utterances is the same as de-
scribed above for the training set. The test sets all contain 3601
utterances with the overlapped test utterances ranging in length
from 2.7 to 14.7 seconds, and the single speaker test utterances
ranging in length from 2.5 to 8.0 seconds.

The work presented in this paper abides by Google’s AI
Principles [26]. By improving the robustness of speech recogni-
tion systems, we hope to increase the reach of ASR technology
to a larger population of users, and use it to develop assistive
technology. The data and models developed in this work are re-
stricted to a small group of researchers working on this project
and are handled in compliance with the European Union Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation [27].

4.2. Model Parameterization
Both the audio and mask encoders in all systems are conformer
models [28]. The input audio features are derived from 80 di-
mensional mel-warped log filter-bank energies updated at 10
millisecond intervals. These are concatenated to form 240 di-
mensional stacked input vectors with a frame rate of 33.3 frames
per second. The audio encoder consists of 17 conformer layers
with internal model dimension of 512. The mask encoder con-
sists of 8 layers with model dimension of 512. A cosine learning
schedule was used with a 30K step warm-up and initial learn-
ing rate of 5 × 10−4. The label encoders for all models use a
two-layer bidirectional LSTM with hidden dimension of 2048.
A one-layer MLP with hidden dimension of 640 is used for the
joint network.

For the MT-Baseline model described in Section 2.1 and the
MT-Cascade-Scratch model, all model parameters are trained
simultaneously from scratch and no parameters are pre-trained.
For the MT-Cascade-Pretrained and the MT-Conditioned mod-
els described in Sections 2.3 and 3 respectively, the audio en-
coder is pre-trained from the 150 thousand hour training set de-
scribed in Section 4.1.
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5. Experimental Results
This section gives the experimental results for single-talker (ST)
and MT-ASR models that are trained and evaluated on the
datasets described in Section 4. Table 1 provides an illustration
of the issues introduced in Section 1 that the paper is attempt-
ing to resolve. It displays the performance computed for ST and
MT systems on the overlapped (Overlap) and single speaker ()
test sets. First, WERs are compared for ST models trained on
the 150K hour and 15K hour datasets (SingleTalker-150K and
SingleTalker-15K, respectively). The smaller training set in this
case results in a 5 percent increase in WER on single speaker ut-
terances. Comparing WERs in Table 1 on the Overlap test set,
it is clear that there is a large increase in WER when either ST
models are evaluated on overlapping speech. This behavior for
ST decoding on overlapped speech is consistent with results ob-
served elsewhere [2, 4, 7]. The MT-Baseline system obtains a
far lower WER on the Overlap set than the ST systems. How-
ever, the WER obtained for MT-Baseline on SingleSpkr is over
20 percent higher than that obtained by SingleTalker-150K.

Table 1: WERs for single-talker and MT models on single
speaker (SingleSpkr) and overlapped (Overlap) test sets.

WER for SingleTalker and MultiTalker Models

Model Test Sets
SingleSpkr Overlap

SingleTalker-150K 16.4 48.1
SingleTalker-15K 17.2 54.1

MT-Baseline 20.4 23.1

Table 2 shows the impact of the cascaded encoder im-
plementation of the MT model. Rows two and three show
WERs for the MT cascade when all parameters are trained
from scratch (MT-Cascade-Scratch) and the MT cascade ini-
tialized with the pre-trained audio encoder from SingleTalker-
150K (MT-Cascade-Pretrained). MT-Cascade-Scratch shows
a small improvement in WER on Overlap compared to MT-
Baseline, and an 11 percent WER reduction on SingleSpkr. MT-
Cascade-Pretrained shows a 9 percent WER reduction on Over-
lap, and almost identical WER compared to the best ST model,
SingleTalker-150K, on the SingleSpkr set.

Table 2: WERs for MT-Baseline and MT-Cascade models

WER for MultiTalker Models

Model Test Sets
SingleSpkr Overlap Ave.

MT-Baseline 20.4 23.1 21.7
MT-Cascade-Scratch 17.9 22.6 20.2

MT-Cascade-Pretrained 16.5 21.3 18.9
MT-Cascade-Conditioned – – 19.0

The accuracy of the frame based speech activity scores gen-
erated by the MT-SAD system described in Section 3 was also
evaluated. Inference is run twice through the MT-SAD, once for
each setting of the channel select index in Figure 3 to generate
frame-based speaker activity estimates for each of the two de-
coding channels. As a result, there are separate SAD labels for
each of the possibly overlapping speakers in an utterance. The
average frame classification accuracy on the combined Overlap
and SingleSpkr test sets was 91 percent. While this task is far
less demanding than other speech activity detection tasks [29],
it is important to note that this performance is obtained in the
context of heavily overlapped speech.

A scenario was proposed in Section 3 where multi-talker
decoding was conditioned on the probability of there being

overlapping speech in the utterance. In this scenario, MT-SAD
produces estimates of the probability that there is overlapping
speech in an utterance. These estimates are derived from the
frequency of co-occurrence of frames where active speech is
found by the MT-SAD for both of M = 2 channels. Gen-
erating these overlapping speech probability estimates during
recognition does not require decoding. It simply requires infer-
ence through the MT probe shown in Figure 3. So it is a rela-
tively efficient means for determining whether there is a need to
perform MT-ASR decoding rather than single-talker decoding.

Figure 4: Scatter plot showing the correlation between esti-
mated and actual speaker overlap.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot comparing the estimated
length of speaker overlap intervals, shown along the horizon-
tal axis, with prior knowledge of speaker overlap shown along
the vertical axis. It provides anecdotal evidence showing that
the overlap estimates are a reasonably good predictor of the ac-
tual length of speaker overlap. The fourth row of Table 2 (MT-
Cascade-Conditioned) shows the average SingleSpkr/Overlap
WER obtained under the following scenario. Two-pass multi-
talker decoding is performed when the estimated overlapping
speech probability exceeds a threshold of 0.5 secs. and ST de-
coding is performed otherwise. While there is a small percent-
age of overlapped utterances being misclassified as SingleSpkr,
it is clear that this is a potential scenario for augmenting ST
decoding with a multi-talker capability.

6. Summary and Conclusions
Two major developments are presented in this paper. First, a
cascaded RNN-T encoder approach is presented for augment-
ing a well trained single-talker RNN-T ASR model to perform
MT-ASR decoding on overlapping utterances. It was shown that
the cascade configuration resulted in a 10 percent reduction in
WER on overlapping speech and negligible increase in WER
on single speaker utterances relative to a single-talker ASR sys-
tem trained from an order of magnitude more data. Second, an
approach for efficient detection of frame-based speaker activity
from overlapping speech utterances is presented. This facili-
tated the implementation of a “multi-talker-conditioned” decod-
ing scenario that performed MT decoding only when overlap-
ping speech was likely, and otherwise relied on a more efficient
single-talker decoder.
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